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Abstract: This article aims to calculate, analyse and compare the optimal powertrain sizing solutions
for a long-haul plug-in series hybrid coach running on diesel and hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO)
using a co-design optimisation approach for: (1) lowering lifetime carbon footprint; (2) minimising
the total cost of ownership (TCO); (3) finding the right sizing compromise between environmental
impact and economic feasibility for the two fuel cases. The current vehicle use case derived from the
EU H2020 LONGRUN project features electrical auxiliary loads and a 100 km zero urban emission
range requiring a considerable battery size, which makes its low carbon footprint and cost-effective
sizing a crucial challenge. Changing the objective between environmental impact and overall cost
minimisation or switching the energy source from diesel to renewable HVO could also significantly
affect the optimal powertrain dimensions. The approach uses particle swarm optimisation in the outer
sizing loop while energy management is implemented using an adaptive equivalent consumption
minimisation strategy (A-ECMS). Usage of HVO fuel over diesel offered an approximately 62%
reduction in lifetime carbon footprint for around a 12.5% increase in overall costs across all sizing
solutions. For such an unconventional powertrain topology, the fuel economy-focused solution
neither achieved the lowest carbon footprint nor overall costs. In comparison, CO2−cost balanced
sizing resulted in reductions close to the single objective-focused solutions (5.7% against 5.9% for the
CO2 solution, 7.7% against 7.9% for the TCO solution on HVO) with lowered compromise on other
side targets (CO2 reduction of 5.7% against 4.9% found in the TCO-focused solution, TCO lowering
of 7.7% against 4.4% found in the CO2-focused solution).

Keywords: optimal powertrain sizing; co-design optimisation; long-haul coach; plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle; series hybrid; HVO; lifetime carbon footprint; total cost of ownership; particle swarm
optimisation; powertrain economic feasibility; economic-environmental balance

1. Introduction

The rising impact of global warming from CO2 emissions has today become a major
concern for future sustainability mobility. The European heavy-duty (HD) long-haul vehicle
sector accounts for about one-fourth of its CO2 emissions from road transport and around
6% of its total carbon footprint [1]. Major standards on heavy-duty vehicle emissions are
now being implemented in the European Union (EU) to meet the objectives of the Paris
Agreement, with an impetus on fleet-wide average CO2 emission reduction of new vehicles
by 15% from 2025 and 30% from 2030 in comparison to the 2019−2020 reference year [2,3].
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Electrification of HD powertrains has shown remarkable potential in reducing overall
carbon footprint, including the possibility of completely avoiding tail-pipe emissions using
battery electric vehicle (BEV) solutions. However, the adaptation of full-electric propul-
sion for the long-haul is currently hindered by various technical and practical limitations
such as long battery charging time, high cost of pantograph installations and increased
vehicle size and weight, leading to lower payload capacity and economic feasibility for
the users [4,5]. The hybridisation of conventional HD vehicles is today a more feasible
option for reducing long-haul carbon footprint with improved overall powertrain effi-
ciency from the effective usage of multiple power sources, electrification of the cooling
system and auxiliary loads, the possibility of energy recuperation through regenerative
braking and greater freedom over optimal sizing of the powertrain [6,7]. Depending on the
feedstock and production energy source, usage of alternative fuels such as hydrotreated
vegetable oil (HVO) could also lower CO2 emissions due to their renewable nature and
potential to increase engine efficiency while decreasing other harmful emissions (NOx, CO,
HC and PM) [8,9]. With more than one power source and load, hybrid powertrains require
dedicated energy management tuned for specific types of driving and ambient conditions
to operate at high efficiency. Proper sizing of hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) components is
thus also influenced by the intended use and operating conditions and has the potential to
improve system efficiency significantly [10,11]. Running aspects contribute to a substantial
portion of long-haul carbon footprint and costs, while engine efficiency, CO2 emissions
and fuel expenditure from the usage of alternative fuel can also vary considerably. Thus,
the optimally sized powertrain solutions for minimising lifetime carbon footprint or total
cost of ownership (TCO) of conventional diesel and renewable HVO vehicles could also be
significantly different.

The LONGRUN project, funded by the EU Horizon 2020 program, aims at lowering
fuel consumption and the environmental impact of HD long-haul vehicles in real driving,
including reliance on fossil fuels through the development of new alternative internal
combustion engines and hybrid drivelines [12]. Under the LONGRUN project, the current
work focuses on calculating, analysing and comparing the optimal powertrain size solutions
of a plug-in series hybrid (S-HEV) coach running on diesel and alternative HVO fuel aimed
at minimising lifetime CO2 emissions and the total cost of ownership (TCO) and then
exploring a balanced solution considering the environmental as well as economic point of
view. As powertrain sizing affects both lifetime carbon footprint and ownership cost from
vehicle production and its running differently, the optimum size solution for minimising the
two objectives could be different [13]. By calculating, analysing and comparing respective
hybrid powertrain sizing solutions, this article could also help explore and find the ideal
balance between these two objectives. It will also demonstrate how changing the energy
source from conventional to alternative fuel could affect the powertrain sizing aimed at
reducing CO2 impact and overall costs. Lowering the lifetime CO2 emissions or costs can
be considered a trade-off between reducing the impact from production and from well-to-
wheel (WTW) fuel consumption over the vehicle’s entire life span. Reducing component
size leads to lower CO2 emissions and costs in production. However, it could also hamper
the efficient operation of the powertrain over its lifetime, increasing tailpipe emissions
and fuel expenditure. On the other hand, optimal powertrain sizing for energy efficiency
can significantly lower fuel consumption, thereby reducing emissions and running costs,
at the expense of unconstrained production impact [14]. WTW CO2 emissions from fuel
usage comprise the emissions from fuel consumption during vehicle driving, known as
tank-to-wheel (TTW) tailpipe emissions, and from fuel production and its transport, known
as well-to-tank (WTT) emissions. Thus, a renewable fuel may be considered carbon-neutral,
emitting zero TTW tailpipe CO2, but could still be a source of substantial carbon footprint
due to its production process (WTT).

Through comparative life cycle analysis, Eupp et al. have shown the potential of
hybridisation in reducing lifetime CO2 emissions of a heavy-duty parallel hybrid truck
saving 4.34 gCO2eq/t km over 1.04 million km mileage [7]. Their break-even analysis
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has indicated that the HEV solution can compensate for increased electrification-specific
production emissions with improved powertrain efficiency after only 15,800 km of running.
System design optimisation along with the choice of ideal traction chain topology, eDrive
size and gear ratios for an HD battery-electric truck aimed at TCO minimisation has
been done by Verbruggen et al. They have implemented a nested loop consisting of
particle swarm optimisation (PSO) for powertrain plant sizing and local minimisation
control problem for gear shifting and eDrive torque split control [15]. As a part of the
ORCA project, Landersheim et al. have demonstrated the effectiveness of plug-in parallel
hybridisation and CNG fuel-based ICE application in reducing CO2 and NOX emissions
along with powertrain TCO for bus application with substantial improvements of 13%, 50%
and 10%, respectively [16]. In this project, Tran et al. have further presented a co-design
methodology for minimisation of TCO through combined powertrain sizing and control
optimisation [17]. Pourabdollah et al. have investigated the impact of modelling details on
the problem of optimal FCEV powertrain sizing for minimising TCO and have shown that
simplified models based on finding the energy split between power sources can also deliver
similar results as the detailed models, although in some specific cases their outcomes
may turn out notably different [18]. Series-HEV powertrain sizing optimisation of an
urban bus for TCO minimisation considering battery and ICE ageing has been analysed by
Junco et al. They have found that battery sizing has a significant impact on the TCO for such
applications. For their optimal TCO solution, the battery represented 15% of the overall
costs [19]. Spano et al. have proposed a powertrain design methodology for a light-duty P2
hybrid vehicle using evolutionary particle swarm optimisation (PSO) for component sizing
and dynamic programming for control strategies to minimise fuel consumption and vehicle
production cost [13]. Their work has demonstrated a feasible parity in improving fuel
economy at the expense of production cost by considering a range of possible minimisation
balances while running on real-world mission profiles. The work has also suggested
reducing the number of gears by facilitating propulsion using coordinated interaction of
the ICE and EM. Murgovski et al. have presented simultaneous optimisation of powertrain
energy management and battery sizing for series and parallel plug-in hybrid powertrains
using convex optimisation and have indicated that convexification of plant approximations
has little influence on optimised sizing and control [20]. Zhou et al. have compared
standard accelerated particle swarm optimisation (APSO) with logistic mapping-based
chaos-enhanced APSO approach for multi-objective heavy-duty series hybrid powertrain
sizing aiming for efficiency improvement and powertrain volume reduction. They have
demonstrated better optimisation performance using CAPSO with a lower mean value of
cost function and greater ability to find consistent global optimal solutions. Their sensitivity
analysis has suggested that generator size (engine displacement) is a crucial parameter for
efficient energy management, whereas the size of ultra-capacitor energy storage showed
the least importance. For volume reduction, the ultra-capacitor size showed the highest
sensitivity, whereas the battery size had the least effect [21].

Powertrain sizing optimisation and analysis using a co-design approach for long-haul
series hybrid coach focusing on lifetime CO2 emissions, TCO minimisation and finding a
balanced solution between the two objectives have not been previously seen in the literature.
Additionally, switching the fuel type from conventional diesel to alternative HVO and
analysing its effect on the baseline and optimally sized powertrain solutions for fuel effi-
ciency, carbon footprint, and TCO could be of high interest for future research on alternative
fuel integration and HEV design activities. The remainder of this article first expands on
the long-haul coach vehicle use case, series hybrid powertrain layout, the VECTO derived
mission profile under consideration and the assumptions for the different fuel applications
(diesel and HVO). The nested co-design optimisation methodology considered in this
work along with chosen design variables, powertrain modelling methodology and desired
minimisation objectives including fuel consumption, lifetime CO2 emissions, TCO and
environmental-economic balanced reduction are then discussed. Various solutions of the
sizing optimisation and their effect on the main objective as well as other desired targets
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are compared for the two fuel cases. This is followed by a discussion on the proposed
CO2 cost-balanced solution aiming for an acceptable compromise between minimising
environmental impact and lifetime costs. Finally, the conclusion of this activity is stated,
along with future perspectives.

2. Coach Use Case

The plug-in series hybrid vehicle (S-HEV) coach has been referred to from the LON-
GRUN H2020 project and features a 100 km range zero urban emission zone (ZUEZ)
capability through battery electric-only operation and electrically operated low voltage
cooling systems, auxiliaries and heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) loads.
The key vehicle performance requirements of the S-HEV coach considered for this sizing
activity have been given in Table 1, whereas Table 2 lists the main vehicle specifications
and Figure 1 the cell characteristics.

Table 1. Vehicle key performance requirements used for defining powertrain sizing constraints.

Specification Value

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 45
Gradeability from standstill (%) 30

Gradeability at 15 km/h (%) 13
Gradeability at 70 km/h (%) 3

Gradeability at 100 km/h (%) 2
Maximum speed (km/h) 100 (80 in ZUEZ)

Figure 1. Li-ion NMC cell (A) open circuit voltage and (B) charge/discharge static resistance.
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Table 2. Series hybrid coach use case vehicle specifications.

Specification Value

Vehicle mass (kg) 19,500
Drag coefficient × front area Cd.A (-m2) 4.35

No of wheels (-) 6
Wheel radius (m) 0.51

Wheel rotational inertia (kgm2) 15.5
Wheel rolling resistance coefficient (-) 0.0056

Nominal HV battery, DC link voltage (V) 650
Differential torque drop (Nm) VECTO map

Differential rotational inertia (kgm2) 1.25
Differential reduction ratio (-) 2.71:1

Gearbox inertia (kgm2) 1.45
Cell type (-) Li-ion NMC

Cells in series (-) 180
Cell charge capacity (Ah) 50

Cell open circuit voltage (V) Figure 1
Cell internal resistance (Ω) Figure 1

Cabin volume (m3) 50
No of passengers (-) 60

HVAC recirculation rate (%) 90
HVAC blower flow rate (m3/s) 0.75

2.1. Series Hybrid Powertrain

The current plug-in series-HEV powertrain features an electric drive with a 3-speed
transmission comprising of a low gear for large wheel torque requirements during high
gradeability, vehicle launch and acceleration; a high gear for maximum vehicle speed; a
middle gear for efficient motor operation and consistent maximum wheel torque delivery
in the EM constant power zone (Section 3.2). In the current context with battery state of
charge sustaining operation after ZUEZ driving, the primary source is a range extender
comprising of an internal combustion engine-generator combination, while the secondary
source is a high voltage (HV) battery pack used for low load, boosting, load levelling
and ZUEZ operation while also facilitating storage and reuse of recuperated energy from
regenerative braking (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Plug-in series hybrid powertrain architecture used in the ZUEZ long-haul coach use case.

The baseline dimensioning of eDrive and gear ratios (described in Section 4) for
comparing optimised sizing solutions has been set to fulfil vehicle key performance require-
ments (Table 1) and smooth running on VECTO interurban (Section 2.2) and coach cycles
while also considering minimal production impact. Initial sizing of the ICE−generator
range extender and HV battery have been made following manufacturer recommendations
and required ZUEZ range while assuring SoC sustaining for urban and highway driving
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under extreme ambient conditions. The above constraints of vehicle key performance
requirements, SoC sustaining, driveability and 100 km ZUEZ range have been validated on
a detailed distance-based forward powertrain model depicting real-world operation.

2.2. Drive Cycle

Thr interurban mission profile derived from the European Commission VECTO sim-
ulation tool comprising urban and interurban driving scenarios has been used for the
current optimal powertrain sizing activity [22,23]. Figure 3 shows distance-based interur-
ban speed recommendations and actual speed following VECTO acceleration limits along
with road gradient and the power drawn by the eDrive and auxiliary loads (baseline sizing
dimensions given in Section 4).

Figure 3. VECTO interurban (A) cycle speed recommendation and actual speed from distance-
based forward model, (B) road gradient, (C) eDrive power for baseline configuration (240 kW) and
(D) auxiliary load including HVAC and cooling.
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2.3. Fuel

Changing the energy source from diesel to HVO will affect well-to-wheel (WTW)
carbon footprint and running costs from vehicle lifetime usage. This is considered a
consequence of varying tank-to-wheel (TTW) and well-to-tank (WTT) emissions, changing
lower heating values (LHV), fuel density and cost, and also from a slight variation in the
ICE brake thermal efficiency when running on HVO instead of diesel (Table 3). Thus,
for both CO2 emissions and TCO-based sizing optimisation cases, the ICE brake thermal
efficiency map has been modified from diesel to HVO after referring to the literature review
with slightly greater efficiency at higher load points [8,9,24] (Figure 4).

Figure 4. (A) Diesel and HVO ICE brake thermal efficiency comparison: map modified for HVO fuel
with slightly greater efficiency at higher loads. (B) ICE—generator combined efficiency map with the
optimal power line to be followed for minimal fuel consumption (diesel and HVO).

Table 3. Fuel properties considered for diesel and HVO.

Property Diesel HVO

Density (g/L) 837 [25,26] 781 [9,27]
Lower heating value (MJ/kg) 42.75 [25,28] 43.81 [9,27]

Production CO2 WTT (gCO2eq/L) 762.15 [29] 1094.9 [29,30]
Consumption CO2 TTW (gCO2eq/L) 2640 [26] 0

3. Powertrain Sizing Optimisation

The optimal S-HEV powertrain sizing aimed at lifetime carbon footprint (CO2), the
total cost of ownership (TCO) or fuel consumption minimisation is achieved through a fair
comparison of various feasible size solutions, which is assured by consistent performance
of energy management strategy across the complete range of sizing iterations before their
evaluation [15]. This is achieved through a co-design approach wherein a nested loop
comprising the outer sizing stage and the inner powertrain energy management stage are
run in iterations [17,31].

3.1. Optimisation Methodology

In the chosen co-design optimisation approach, the control design is nested within the
plant design, requiring its consistent performance for a given solution before comparing the
minimal cost function for that size with other feasible options to find the final powertrain
sizing optimum (Figure 5) [32].
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Figure 5. Nested powertrain co-design approach with integrated component sizing and energy
management optimisation. ∗ represents optimal values while ∗′ shows that the values may or may
not be optimal.

In the inner control loop, the optimal gear shifting of the traction chain is assured
through a heuristic energy optimal shift logic considering minimisation of eDrive losses by
choosing the gear GR, which lands the eDrive operating points in the highest efficiency
zone for a given wheel speed and wheel torque request while respecting limits of maximum
eDrive torque, speed and also avoiding gear hunting [33–35]. An example of such a gear
shifting logic dependent on wheel speed and torque demand is shown in Figure A1.

min
GR

ωem Tem (1− ηEM(ωem, Tem))

s.t. 1 ≤ GR ≤ 3
(1)

Optimal usage of the two on-board energy sources (ICE−generator range extender
and HV battery) for minimisation of overall fuel consumption L f equi is assured by the equiv-
alent consumption minimisation strategy (ECMS), which has been known to deliver close to
optimal hybrid powertrain energy management with the possibility of real-time online im-
plementation [36–38]. The ECMS online strategy first discovered by Pagnelli et al. is based
on the global Pontryagin’s minimisation principle (PMP) applied for local minimisation of
instantaneous equivalent fuel consumption [39–41].

Pf equi = Pf (Pgen) + λ Pbatt(Pelec, SoC) kc (2)

Here, Pf and Pbatt are the actual instantaneous fuel power consumption and the actual
battery power expenditure depending on the generator power demand Pgen, battery power
demand Pelec and SoC (affecting battery losses). Pf equi is the instantaneous hamiltonian to be
minimised, which in this case is the equivalent fuel power consumption. First, an optimal
static power split map for the sizable range extender (Pgen) and battery (Pelec) is calculated
through offline PSO based calculations for a range of possible positive power demands
(Pem and Paux) and battery conditions (changing SoC, static resistance and terminal voltage)
(Figure 6). The scope of various possible operating scenarios is covered by considering a
broad span of possible equivalence factors λ (battery equivalent costates) [42]. To maintain
the simplicity of ECMS implementation, a single equivalence factor λ has been considered
for both the battery charging and discharging conditions. Figure 6 shows that there is a
difference in the optimal offline ECMS power split calculation between diesel and HVO
cases on account of the ICE brake thermal efficiency and fuel properties variation considered
for this activity (Figure 4).
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Figure 6. ECMS offline calculation: (A) optimal range extender electrical power demand for diesel
and HVO cases depending on varying SoC equivalence factor, (B) tangens curve of SoC-sustaining
correction factor.

The offline optimised power split map is then implemented in the full powertrain
model used for sizing optimisation (online), with the end of mission battery SoC sustaining
targeted to find the most fuel-efficient fixed value ECMS equivalence factor λ for a specific
cycle [37]. Safety against battery overcharging/discharging and SoC sustaining is further
assured using a less intrusive tangens type SoC equivalence factor adaption coefficient
kc (Figure 6) [42–44]. Highly intrusive control on SoC sustaining is avoided to let the
ECMS strategy work in the most efficient manner, which may lead to a slight variation
in end-of-cycle SoC (Section 4.6). Instead, the corresponding effect on fuel usage is taken
into consideration by calculating equivalent fuel consumption based on SoC surplus or
depletion (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.4).

Once the co-design framework reaches optimal energy management for a given
powertrain size (SoC sustaining), the particle swarm optimisation algorithm (PSO) is
implemented in the sizing stage for comparing the optimally tuned size iteration re-
sults and finding the best possible powertrain dimensioning in a predefined search space
(Section 3.2) [11,15,45,46]. The PSO algorithm, initially devised by Kennedy and Eberhart,
is based on the social behaviour of animals, such as that seen in ant colonies and bird
flocking [47]. A group of particles within a search space share information about their
last found best solution and then concentrate the search around the region of the best-
found solution within the group. The process is repeated until the group converges to
the optimal solution within the given search space [41]. The iterative particle displace-
ment, velocity and communication between particles are the main tuning characteristics of
particle swarm optimisation. The current search space is dimensioned by the number of
chosen design variables (six in this case) and their corresponding upper and lower bounds
(Section 3.2) [48].

3.2. Design Variables

Powertrain size optimisation for minimising lifetime CO2 emissions or TCO means
finding the best compromise among different component size combinations that yields the
ideal balance between production and vehicle running impacts over its complete lifespan.
ICE−generator (range extender) and eDrive size in terms of their maximum power output
PICE−PGEN , PEM and HV battery size in maximum energy capacity EBAT form the scalable
design variables affecting both vehicle production and lifetime operation aspects. Range
extender and eDrive maximum power outputs are varied by vertically scaling the maximum
torque line shown in Figure 7, and battery charge capacity (Ah) is sized by changing the
number of cell strands connected in parallel (np) and cell charge capacity (Cmax). On the
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other hand, transmission gear ratios are only assumed to affect the traction chain efficiency
(running emissions and costs), while their impact on production costs will be neglected as
the transmission type has been fixed in the vehicle use case topology (Section 2).

Figure 7. (A) eDrive electrical efficiency map with sizing based on maximum torque curve.
(B) Traction chain sizing methodology including the effect of eDrive scaling on possible gear ratio
search space.

The upper limit of the ICE−generator range extender size (PICE, PGEN) is set to match
the maximum possible eDrive size considering manufacturer recommendations, while the
lower limit is set by the ability to sustain battery SoC at the end of VECTO interurban and
coach drive cycles (Table 4). The upper bound of the HV battery size Ebat (240 kWh) is added
from vehicle integration constraints and manufacturer recommendations, while the lower
bound (160 kWh) is set by the previously discussed 100 km ZUEZ urban driving range
requirement, which has been tested on the detailed distance-based forward simulation
model under extreme ambient conditions (40 ◦C).

Table 4. Component sizing parameters, constraints and interdependencies (design variable limits).
Underlined values represent fixed (hard) constraints and bold values show design interdependencies.

Component Lower Bound Upper Bound

ICE-range extender (kW) 120 480
battery (kWh) 160 240
eDrive (kW) 240 480

Gear ratio 1 (-) 17.269:1 22:1
Gear ratio 2 (-) 7:1 10:1
Gear ratio 3 (-) 4:1 5.055:1
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The upper bound for the eDrive size (PEM) is set considering manufacturer feasibil-
ity and a general understanding of coach traction power requirements, while the lower
limit comes from the minimal peak wheel torque and power constraints tested on the
distance-based forward model to satisfy vehicle key performance requirements (Table 1)
and acceptable operation on VECTO mission profiles (Figure 3) [15]. The lower limit of
eDrive size (maximum torque) is also linked with the value of the first gear ratio to support
the peak wheel torque requirement used for climbing large gradients, vehicle launching
and acceleration (Tables 1 and 4) [49]. The upper limit of the third gear ratio is added for
the desired maximum speed of the eDrive during highway operation (set to 7500 RPM for
100 km/h considering eDrive efficiency from Figure 7).

The spread of the three gear ratios has to be limited to assure consistent and uninter-
rupted delivery of maximum wheel torque (maintain eDrive operation in constant power
region) when shifting between gears (Figure 7). Thus, the lower bound of the middle gear
ratio is dependent on the selected value of the third gear ratio, while the upper bound of the
middle gear ratio depends on the chosen value (lower bound) of the first gear ratio, which
in turn is affected by the chosen eDrive size (Table 4) [50]. Choice of the middle gear ratio
also affects the lower bound of the third gear ratio (rotational speed of the eDrive during
high-speed cruising) for maintaining the above-mentioned smooth operation. In general,
a larger eDrive size has been found to relax the search space of the first gear and thus also
the middle and third gear ratios. This helps maintain continuous maximum wheel torque
delivery between gear changes and avoid gear hunting while also better controlling the
placement of eDrive operating points towards high-efficiency zones. Optimal eDrive sizing
will shift the operating points vertically in the efficiency map and improve the scope of
regenerative braking, while gear ratio tuning will help in better operating point placement,
both vertically and horizontally in the eDrive efficiency map (Figure 7 and Section 4.7).

Table 4 details the upper and lower bounds of the discussed six sizing design con-
straints for the current S-HEV coach powertrain. Underlined values represent hard con-
straints, while bold values present the above-discussed constraint interdependencies be-
tween design variables. The above-discussed configuration with lower size bounds of
different powertrain components (Table 4) has been tested on the distance-based power-
train model to assure vehicle key performance requirements (Table 1) and desired speed
following capability on VECTO mission profiles (Figure 3).

3.3. Minimisation Objectives

To analyse a wide range of powertrain sizing configurations, the minimisation ob-
jectives and the impact of their pursuit on other important outcomes, lowering of fuel
consumption, carbon footprint, and total cost of ownership have been considered and
compared to explore a compromise between reducing lifetime environmental impact (CO2)
and costs (TCO). The size of the S-HEV coach’s main powertrain components will be tuned
to balance the impact of production and fuel consumption aspects while assuring the
key vehicle performance (Table 1). We will now thus consider powertrain lifetime CO2
emissions (pCO2tot ) and powertrain total cost of ownership (pTCO) instead of vehicle level
quantities to be able to more clearly compare the effect of different component sizes on
powertrain optimisation [17]. Due to the nature of the coach vehicle usage and interurban
cycle, a lifetime mileage of 550,000 km has been considered for CO2 and TCO minimisation
following VECTO assumptions with one expected battery replacement at 275,000 km due
to its ageing [7,22].

3.3.1. Equivalent Fuel Consumption

Fuel consumption minimisation, usually the objective for most powertrain sizing
activities, is solely related to improving overall powertrain efficiency and thus presents a
case for comparison against other sizing solutions in this work, considering its complete
neglect of production aspects. Although the S-HEV is expected to sustain initial battery
SoC at the end of the interurban drive cycle, equivalent fuel consumption L f equi is chosen
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for minimisation to make a fair comparison between size solutions and is calculated by
considering the value of the SoC surplus/depletion (dSoC) and the fuel equivalent energy
it holds for propelling the vehicle. Theoretical battery SoC usage tested to run the vehicle
in full electric mode over the entire mission profile (mSoC) is used to find this equivalent
fuel consumption (with battery operation in the usual HEV SoC operating range). Here, L f
is the actual fuel consumption ignoring battery SoC deviation at the end of the drive cycle.

L f equi = L f

(
1 +

dSoC
mSoC− dSoC

)
(3)

3.3.2. Lifetime Carbon Footprint Minimisation (pCO2)

Minimising pCO2 emissions over the entire vehicle lifespan (pCO2tot ) will consist of
finding the optimum powertrain size, which could give the ideal compromise between
reducing emissions from component production and from the efficient running of the pow-
ertrain. Decreasing component size will in reduce pCO2 emissions from their production
pCO2Prod , but may hamper efficient powertrain operation, increasing fuel consumption and
running emissions pCO2Conso , whose impact on a heavy-duty vehicle could be substantial
depending on the long lifetime mileage.

pCO2tot = pCO2Prod + pCO2Conso (4)

Carbon footprint impact factors for individual component manufacturing, CFICE,
CFEM, CFGEN and CFBAT (Table 5), along with their respective sizes, PICE, PEM, PGEN and
EBAT (rated power and energy capacity), are used to calculate the emissions impact from
powertrain production pCO2Prod .

pCO2Prod = CFEM PEM + CFICE PICE + CFGEN PGEN + 2 CFBAT EBAT (5)

Equivalent fuel consumption over VECTO interurban mission profile L f equi, well-to-
wheel carbon footprint comprising of WTT impact factor from fuel production, distribution
(CFFuelWTT) and TTW tail pipe emissions impact factor (CFFuelTTW) (Table 3) along with
vehicle lifetime mileage Dli f e are together used to calculate vehicle running carbon footprint
over entire lifespan pCO2Conso .

pCO2Conso = (CFFuelWTT + CFFuelTTW) L f equi Dli f e (6)

Table 5. Component production carbon footprint impact factors.

Component Carbon Footprint (gCO2eq/-) Power/Weight Ratio (kW/kg)

ICE (gCO2eq/kg) 7778 [51] 0.92
eDrive (gCO2eq/kg) 8462 [51] 2

Generator (gCO2eq/kg) 8462 [51] 2
Battery (gCO2eq/kWh) 80,000 [52,53] -

3.3.3. Total Cost Minimisation (pTCO)

Reducing powertrain total cost of ownership (pTCO) comprises lowering the cumula-
tive capital expenditure from powertrain production (pCAPEX) and operating expenditure
from fuel consumption (pOPEX) over the entire vehicle lifespan [17,54]. The optimal size so-
lution for minimal pTCO will thus come from finding the right balance between decreasing
the cost of individual component production through size reduction and lowering lifetime
fuel consumption cost by improving S-HEV efficiency through ideal powertrain sizing.

pTCO = pCAPEX + pOPEX (7)

The complete powertrain efficiency (coming from synchronised functioning of in-
dividual subsystems−-eDrive, ICE−generator and HV battery), applied ECMS energy
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management strategy, varying fuel and component production costs (Table 6) and changing
fuel properties between diesel and HVO (Table 3) will together affect the pTCO optimal
powertrain size for the two fuel cases.

pCAPEX = CICE PICE + CEM PEM + CGEN PGEN + 2 CBAT EBAT (8)

Here, CICE, CEM and CGEN are costs per kW of ICE, eDrive and generator whereas
PICE, PEM and PGEN are their respective rated power levels indicating component size
(design variables) while running the sizing optimisation. CBAT and EBAT are the cost per
kWh and kWh maximum energy capacity of the considered HV battery size, respectively.
Multiplying battery expenditure by 2 represents one HV battery replacement over the
vehicle lifetime.

pOPEX = CFuel Dli f e
L f equi

Dcyc
(9)

Lifetime operating cost from fuel consumption pOPEX is calculated from fuel cost per
litre CFuel , expected lifetime mileage of the vehicle Dli f e and litres of equivalent fuel consumed
over the mission profile L f equi. Here, Dcyc represents the distance travelled on the mission
profile used to calculate fuel consumption per km. Expenditure from vehicle maintenance,
running, taxes and recycling at the end of life has been ignored in this activity.

Table 6. Production and fuel cost assumptions for total cost of ownership (TCO) calculations.

Parameter Cost Value

ICE production (EUR/kW) 90 [17]
HV battery production (EUR/kWh) 200 [52,55]

eDrive production (EUR/kW) 150 [16]
Generator production (EUR/kW) 150 [16]

Diesel production (EUR/L) 1.54 [56–58]
HVO production (EUR/L) 1.81 [56,57]

3.3.4. Carbon Footprint and Total Cost Balanced Minimisation (pCO2 − pTCO)

A combined minimisation objective pbal comprising both powertrain lifetime carbon
footprint pCO2tot and total costs pTCO is further constructed to explore the optimal sizing
compromise when balancing the combined reduction of these two aspects [13]. The aim
here is to analyse the corresponding lifetime expenditure in reducing the environmental
impact of the two fuel cases.

pbal = wCO2

pCO2tot

pCO2bas

+ wTCO
pTCO

pTCObas

wCO2 = 1− wTCO

(10)

Here, pCO2bas and pTCObas are the carbon footprint and overall lifetime cost for the
baseline sizing configuration, whereas wCO2 and wTCO are the weighting factors decid-
ing the importance of environmental carbon footprint and lifetime costs in the sizing
iterations, respectively.

3.4. Modelling Approach

Considering the large number of simulation iterations needed for this optimal power-
train sizing activity using particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and the long duration of the
interurban mission profile, a quasi-static backward modelling approach has been selected
for the actual task of sizing optimisation over the detailed forward model as previously
seen in [7,15,19,59], which is supported by detailed simulation inputs from a distance based
dynamic/data-driven forward model. This exhaustive model provides mission profile-
specific vehicle speed (time-based), road gradient and auxiliary load consumption inputs
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(depending on the ambient conditions) to the quasi-static backward model for component
sizing optimisation (Figure 3). The solutions of this sizing activity have been further tested
using this distance-based model to assure vehicle key performance requirements, battery
SoC sustaining and smooth operation on VECTO mission profiles.

3.4.1. Vehicle Resistances, Wheels and Differential

Time-based vehicle speed profile and road gradient derived from the distance-based
VECTO interurban cycle baseline simulation are used as inputs to calculate the vehicle
tractive resistance force Ftrct experienced by the wheels. These include aerodynamic drag,
rolling resistance and force against/with road inclination and vehicle longitudinal in-
ertia [35]. Here, ρa is the ambient air density, Av is the vehicle frontal area, Cd is the
aerodynamic drag coefficient, Vv is the vehicle speed, Crr is the rolling resistance coefficient
of the tyres, mv is the overall vehicle mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity and θ is the
road inclination angle in degrees.

Ftrct =
1
2

ρa Av Cd V2
v + Crr mv g cosθ + mv g sinθ + mv

dVv

dt
(11)

The tractive/braking torque requirement at the wheels Twhl is then calculated from
this overall tractive force Ftrct, wheel radius rwhl and rotational inertia of the wheels Jwhl ,
whereas wheel speed ωwhl is found from vehicle longitudinal speed input Vv while neglect-
ing the effect of wheel slip.

Twhl = rwhl Ftrct + nwhl Jwhl
dωwhl

dt
(12)

ωwhl =
Vv

rwhl
(13)

The torque output of the transmission Ttrns is calculated using differential gear reduc-
tion Gdi f f , VECTO derived differential torque drop dTdi f f and rotational inertia considered
at the output shaft Jdi f f . Transmission out speed ωtrns is found using differential gear
reduction Gdi f f and wheel speed ωwhl .

Ttrns =
Twhl + dTdi f f + Jdi f f

dωwhl
dt

Gdi f f
(14)

ωtrns = ωwhl Gdi f f (15)

3.4.2. Multi-Speed Transmission and eDrive

Required torque output Tem and speed ωem of the eDrive are calculated using transmis-
sion output torque Ttrns and speed ωtrns, chosen gear ratio Gtrns, map-based transmission
torque drop dTtrns and rotational inertia Jtrns at the transmission output shaft [35]. The
effect of varying eDrive and transmission input shaft rotational inertia load on the com-
plete traction chain has been avoided to simplify gear shifting dynamics by considering a
fixed eDrive inertia assumption added to the transmission output shaft inertia Jtrns for all
gear selections.

Tem =
Ttrns + dTtrns + Jtrns

dωtrns
dt

Gtrns
(16)

ωem = ωtrns Gtrns (17)
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eDrive torque and speed, along with map-based EM-inverter electrical efficiency ηem
(Figure 7) are then used to calculate DC-link traction power draw Pem for traction and
regenerative braking operation.

Pem =
ωem Tem

ηem(ωem, Tem)

Pem = ωem Tem ηem(ωem, Tem)

(18)

3.4.3. Hv Battery

With the absence of an HV DC/DC converter, DC current from/to the battery Ibat is
assumed to be the cumulative of power drawn by the eDrive Pem, LV auxiliaries Paux and
power supplied by the generator Pgen divided by the DC bus/battery terminal voltage Vbat.
Auxiliary power consumption Paux of the electrically operated cooling system and HVAC
are input from the detailed forward model (Figure 3).

Ibat =
Pem + Paux − Pgen

Vbat
(19)

Battery terminal voltage Vbat is calculated from cell terminal voltage Vcell and the
number of cells connected in series ns. Cell current draw Icell is found from battery current
draw Ibat and the number of cell strands connected in parallel np. Positive current Icell
represents discharging while negative represents charging of the electrochemical cell.

Vbat = Vcell ns (20)

Icell =
Ibat
np

(21)

Cell terminal voltage Vcell is calculated from its open circuit voltage Voc and the resis-
tive voltage drop across the cell depending on current draw Icell and its static charge/discharge
resistance R0 (Figure 1) which are functions of cell SoC.

Vcell = Voc(SoC)− Icell R0(SoC) (22)

Instantaneous cell/battery state of charge SoC(t) is the ratio of the maximum cell
charge capacity Cmax and instantaneous charge C(t), which in turn depends on the initial
cell charge capacity Cini and the integral of cell current drawn during the mission profile
Icell [35].

C(t) = C(0)−
∫ t

0
Icell dt

SoC(t) =
C(t)
Cmax

(23)

3.4.4. Generator and ICE

Generator charging power to the DC bus Pgen is considered to be ideally tracked and
delivered by the ICE−generator range extender as commanded by the A-ECMS energy
management strategy (Figure 6). The optimal ICE—generator combined power line shown
in Figure 4B is assumed to be ideally followed by the range extender with corresponding
optimal torque Toice and speed ωoice. Losses in speed regulation and ICE cranking start-up,
shut-down and other dynamic events are accounted for by a 3% penalty in generated
power, as has been found in the distance-based forward model and literature review [60,61].
Since the ICE and generator apply the same torque and speed under steady-state operation,
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conversion efficiencies of both components ηice, ηgen (Figure 4) are directly used to calculate
the power injected in the form of fuel Pf uel .

Pf uel =
Pgen

ηgen(ωoice, Toice) ηice(ωoice, Toice)
1.03 (24)

ωoice = f (Pgen)

Toice = f (Pgen)
(25)

Cumulative fuel power Pf uel , lower heat value (LHV) and density of the fuel ρ f are
then used to calculate the volumetric fuel consumption L f over a given mission profile
(Table 3).

L f =
Pf uel

LHV ρ f
(26)

Volumetric fuel consumption over the mission profile L f is used in Section 3.3.1 along
with the deviation between initial and final battery SoC to calculate the SoC equivalent fuel
consumption, which is then used to compare the different size solutions in the optimisation.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Comparison of Baseline Vehicle Running on Diesel and HVO

From simulation results of the baseline series hybrid coach powertrain running on the
VECTO interurban cycle, it can be seen that the HVO-fuelled vehicle consumes 2.86% more
fuel volume and costs 12.64% higher lifetime pTCO (from increased fuel consumption and
price) while emitting 62.46% lower lifetime CO2 emissions (Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 8. Quantitative comparison of diesel−fueled powertrain size solutions running on VECTO
interurban cycle focused on minimisation of fuel consumption, carbon footprint (pCO2), lifetime
costs (pTCO) and environmental-economic balanced objective (pCO2−pTCO) against the baseline
case. The corresponding choice of optimised powertrain dimensions have also been listed.
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Figure 9. Quantitative comparison of HVO−fueled powertrain size solutions running on VECTO
interurban cycle focused on minimisation of fuel consumption, carbon footprint (pCO2), lifetime
costs (pTCO) and environmental-economic balanced objective (pCO2−pTCO) against the baseline
case. The corresponding choice of optimised powertrain dimensions have also been listed.

4.2. Optimal Powertrain Sizing for Fuel Consumption Minimisation

The series-HEV fuel economy-focused sizing solution shows a reduction in carbon
footprint over the baseline configuration (1.28% for diesel and slightly lower 0.57% CO2
reduction for HVO) due to decreased fuel usage but led to augmented lifetime costs from
an expense no bound component sizing approach (Figures 8–10). When comparing fuel
economy-based solutions of diesel and HVO against their baseline cases, it is clear that
HVO takes a larger penalty in pTCO than diesel (−6.04% against −4.06%) for a similar
lowering of fuel consumption (1.45 and 1.5% respectively). The effect of powertrain
efficiency improvement on pCO2 reductions is also much lesser for HVO due to inherently
low fuel carbon footprint while the penalty on the corresponding pTCO is far larger than in
diesel as a result of greater price and chosen larger optimal range extender component size
(Figures 8 and 9 and Table 6). Fuel economy-sized solutions solely focused on improving
efficiency also present a barely restricted choice of eDrive sizing, thus profiting from the
possibility of gear ratio tuning due to the corresponding relaxation on dependent gear
ratio search space in Table 4 (satisfying maximum wheel torque requirements in Table 1).
The maximum possible HV battery size is chosen in this case as the approach considers
increment in overall charge capacity (Ah) through added cell strands in parallel, which
also leads to a drop in overall resistance and corresponding battery level losses.

From Figure 10, it becomes clear that the baseline and fuel economy-focused sizing
configurations will not be the best-suited solutions for minimising environmental impact
or improving the economic feasibility of the current plug-in series-HEV coach use case
running on the interurban mission profile with a lifetime mileage of 550,000 km.
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Figure 10. Comparison of lifetime powertrain cost (pTCO) and carbon footprint (pCO2) reductions
for various series-HEV optimal sizing configurations including baseline, fuel economy, pCO2 minimi-
sation, pTCO minimisation and pCO2−pTCO combined minimisation solutions for (A) diesel and
(B) HVO-fuelled cases.

4.3. Optimal Powertrain Sizing for Carbon Footprint Minimisation (pCO2)

When lifetime emissions (pCO2) is the minimisation objective, the methodology tries to
find a pure carbon footprint reduction-based compromise between decreasing production
and vehicle running impact. This global approach already shows improvement over
the above-discussed baseline and fuel economy-focused solutions in reducing not only
carbon footprint but also lifetime costs for diesel (2.93% and 3.43%) and HVO (5.95%
and 4.4%) cases (Figures 8–10). When comparing pCO2 reduction solutions for both
fuels, minimal battery size is selected, demonstrating the small effect of battery sizing
on overall powertrain efficiency improvement and rather a dominant impact from its
production emissions (for the current ZUEZ-oriented battery size search space). A slightly
smaller but free size is still selected for the ICE range extender (between upper and lower
size bounds), demonstrating a balancing act between powertrain production and WTW
emissions reduction. eDrive as a component, along with the above-discussed possibility of
gear ratio tuning on large size selection, shows the highest potential in reducing lifetime
carbon footprint through traction chain efficiency and regenerative braking improvements
at the expense of added production emissions when compared to the other components.
While focusing on pCO2 reduction, better control over pTCO values for HVO than for
diesel (4.41% against 3.43%) with lesser improvement in fuel consumption (0.97% against
1.12%) indicates a higher inclination of production aspects in carbon footprint reduction
for HVO case than the diesel application, which is obvious from the renewable nature of
the fuel.

4.4. Optimal Powertrain Sizing for Lifetime Cost Minimisation (pTCO)

If the optimisation objective is shifted to lifetime costs reduction, improvement
in pTCO is found at the expense of a much higher carbon footprint, unlike for pCO2
minimisation-focused solutions, meaning pursuing pCO2 lowering generated more bal-
anced savings in both carbon footprint and lifetime costs when compared with pTCO
minimisation-focused sizing (Figures 8–10). pTCO-based size for HVO could keep better
control over carbon footprint compared to the diesel fuelling case (4.89% against 1.38%
reduction in pCO2) due to the low carbon nature of HVO while generating high reductions
in overall cost (7.86% and 8.88% respectively). In the pTCO minimisation case, the algo-
rithm chose the smallest possible size of all components, showing the dominant impact
of production costs over running costs for the given combination of plug-in series-HEV
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ZUEZ coach use case, VECTO interurban cycle and a lifetime mileage of 550,000 km while
running on both diesel as well as HVO fuels.

4.5. Environmental–Economic Balanced Optimal Sizing (pCO2 − pTCO)

With the aim to further understand the compromise between minimising carbon
footprint and lifetime powertrain costs, a combined objective with equal weighting on base-
line normalized reductions in pCO2 and pTCO is considered (Equations (9) and (10)) [13].
The methodology tries to find a compromise between lowering the two objectives while
aiming for the least possible combined normalised solution pbal , which is slightly inclined to-
wards reduction of pTCO over pCO2 in this case and generates outcomes balanced between
those from the carbon footprint and total cost minimisation-focused cases (Figures 8–10).
It is to be noted that this balanced sizing solution has higher fuel consumption than the
fuel economy and pCO2 cases, further proving the greater impact of production aspects in
minimising balanced lifetime pTCO and pCO2 when compared to vehicle running effects
for the current use case and given assumptions. For the combined pCO2−pTCO minimisa-
tion objective, the algorithm chooses the minimum possible sizing of the range extender
and HV battery along with balanced dimensioning of eDrive size which, also facilitates
the possibility of gear ratio tuning (Figures 8 and 9). This further demonstrates the higher
capability and importance of the eDrive sizing in controlling running aspects at the expense
of production impact compared to other powertrain subsystems.

4.6. Comparison of Powertrain Operation

Range extender, battery power and SoC trajectory comparison for baseline, fuel econ-
omy, carbon footprint, the total cost of ownership and balanced environmental-economic
(pCO2−pTCO)-focused sizing solutions running on VECTO interurban cycle (Figure 2)
have been shown in Figure 11 for diesel and Figure 12 for HVO cases, respectively.

Depending on the chosen size of the range extender, the ECMS control strategy
is scaled accordingly (Figure 6) and the inner optimisation loop tunes the fixed value
battery equivalent costate (λ) to achieve end cycle SoC sustenance to an acceptable level
(Figures 11 and 12). Effects of this fixed calibration can be seen in the electrical power
output of the range extender and the HV battery. When comparing baseline, fuel economy-
focused and pCO2-focused sizing solutions (black, blue, red), greater energy recuperation
during regenerative braking is evident from higher battery charging power (negative
power) for the latter two cases as a result of larger eDrive size (Figures 8 and 9).

Range extender power output is related to the chosen component size for all opti-
misation cases. When a large range extender is selected, lesser power is drawn from the
HV battery and vice versa. With such a design solution (fuel economy case−blue), this
subsystem may also be run inefficiently at lower power demands (3750 s–4500 s) follow-
ing the SoC sustenance and ECMS commands (Figure 12). Running the range extender
inefficiently with varying power draw also occurs for sustaining the battery SoC inside
a permissible window (Figure 6), which is evident in the pCO2-focused case where the
smaller battery size leads to a greater deviation of SoC from its initial value and a pro-
nounced effect of equivalence factor adaption coefficient (kc) on the range extender power
output (Figures 11 and 12).

For the pTCO and balanced pCO2−pTCO-focused solutions of the diesel and HVO
fuelled cases, the power flow is closely matched as the same minimal sizes of range extender
and HV battery are chosen for both cases. Slightly higher SoC levels of the pTCO-focused
case throughout the cycle suggest slightly less eDrive power consumption and a bit more
range extender power than for the pCO2−pTCO combined case. However, greater energy
recuperation in regenerative braking for the combined case which is evident from the
slightly higher charging power of the battery (negative power) helps to equal SoC during
the cycle, sustain at the end of the cycle and also leads to an overall better fuel economy
over the pTCO-focused case (dimensions given in Figures 8 and 9).
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Concerning battery SoC trajectories, when the minimal size of the range extender
and HV battery is selected (pTCO and combined minimisation cases), a greater deviation
from the initial SoC value during the drive cycle is evident for both fuel cases. As we
compare the increasing range extender and battery size from other powertrain design
solutions, the SoC deviations from its initial value during the drive cycle are much less
(baseline, pCO2 followed by fuel consumption minimisation case). A larger size will lead
to lower levels of intrusion from the in-cycle SoC sustenance mechanism (kc) on the ECMS
strategy, which further adds to the high-efficiency operation of the powertrain seen through
corresponding better fuel economy results (Figures 8 and 9). The exceptional case of
HVO fuel economy-based powertrain design comes from a comparatively larger selection
of range extender size, which the ECMS does not let operate at lower loads, leading to
higher variations in battery SoC and kc, changing the behaviour of the complete powertrain
(Figure 12).

Figure 11. Comparison of (A) range extender power output, (B) battery power draw and (C) SoC
variation for various diesel fueled sizing solutions. Range extender, battery and eDrive size varied
for different solutions as seen in Section 4.
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Figure 12. Comparison of (A) range extender power output, (B) battery power draw and (C) SoC
variation for various HVO-fueled sizing solutions. Range extender, battery and eDrive size varied for
different solutions as seen in Figure 9.

4.7. Comparison of eDrive Operation

eDrive operating points for baseline and fuel economy-focused diesel-fueled sizing
solutions running on VECTO interurban cycle have been shown in Figure 13 to compare
the operation of the smallest (most constrained) and largest (least constrained) traction
chain designs (dimensions in Figure 8).

At the component level, eDrive sizing has been found to be a compromise between
improving the scope of regenerative braking and bringing the operating points (during trac-
tion and braking) towards the higher efficiency zone while respecting the interdependent
design constraints for eDrive and gear ratios (seen in Figure 7, Table 4). eDrive sizing shifts
the torque capacity and, thus, the operating points relative to the efficiency map vertically.
On the other hand, gear ratios can move the operating point placement with respect to both
eDrive torque and speed (vertically and horizontally as seen in Figure 13). With the sole
aim of improving operating efficiency for the fuel economy-focused solution, the operating
points can be seen to shift up and towards higher efficiency zone of eDrive operation using
lowered gear ratios (refer Figure 7 for efficiency map, Table 4 for dimensions). Although still
limited, the scope of regenerative braking has also been improved with a larger eDrive size
for the fuel economy-focused solution (Figure 13). Torque output from the eDrive is higher
when lowered gear ratios are selected to deliver the same traction wheel torque. Armature
friction torque loss is also proportionally increased for a larger eDrive size.
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Figure 13. Comparison of eDrive operating points for the smallest and largest sizing solutions
(baseline and fuel economy-focused). Shift along torque axis (vertical) can be linked to eDrive sizing
as well as gear ratio optimisation, whereas shift along speed axis (horizontal) is related to only gear
ratio optimisation whose constraints are relaxed for larger eDrive sizing.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of this work was to calculate, analyse and compare the optimal
powertrain sizing of a plug-in series hybrid coach with a 100 km zero urban emission zone
(ZUEZ) range running on conventional diesel or alternative hydrotreated vegetable oil
(HVO) aimed at minimising lifetime environmental impact and total cost of ownership
(TCO). Optimal sizing was done using a nested co-design methodology with the outer
component sizing loop using particle swarm optimisation (PSO), whereas the inner HEV
control loop employed adaptive ECMS for energy management and local minimisation for
gear selection to reduce energy consumption. First, powertrain sizing optimisations solely
focused on fuel economy, carbon footprint or lifetime cost minimisation were calculated
to understand and compare how they achieved their primary objective and how their
pursuit affected other important design outcomes. Optimal dimensioning aimed at finding
a balanced compromise between reduction of environmental impact and overall costs was
then explored for HVO and diesel-fuelled cases. Finally, the main results of all powertrain
sizing optimisation solutions were compared to assess their impact on fuel economy,
lifetime carbon footprint and TCO, to recognise the most suitable design approach for such
unconventional electrified powertrains, especially when integrated with alternative fuels.

• For a baseline powertrain manually sized to satisfy vehicle key performance require-
ments and set rules (ZUEZ range), HVO fuel offered a 62.46% reduction in lifetime
carbon footprint at the expense of 12.64% higher overall expenditure over conventional
diesel. Integration of alternative HVO can thus significantly lower carbon footprint at
the expense of some lifetime costs, which could be balanced by government incentives.

• When aiming for fuel efficiency, optimal sizing for diesel and HVO cases gave 1.5%
and 1.45% consumption reductions over baseline but with marginal lowering of CO2
emissions (1.28% and 0.57%) at the expense of highly elevated total costs (4.06% and
6.04%) from the production of larger components. This indicates that the conventional
approach to powertrain sizing aimed at efficiency improvement may not be the best
solution from an environmental or even an economic point of view, especially for
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new upcoming electrified powertrains such as the current unconventional plug-in
series-HEV coach running on alternative HVO.

• With lifetime cost as the minimisation objective, TCO reductions of 8.88% and 7.86%
over baseline were achieved for diesel and HVO with some improvement on car-
bon footprint (1.38% and 4.89%) even after consuming more fuel (0.74% and 0.76%),
showing considerable dependency of the overall environmental impact on vehicle
production emissions. Due to the environmentally friendly nature of HVO, this TCO-
focused sizing (highly dependent on production aspects) gave much greater benefits
in CO2 emission reduction than the diesel case, which signifies the decreasing im-
portance of powertrain efficiency over production aspects in lowering emissions for
unconventional vehicle topologies and especially for alternative fuels. Singular focus
on overall carbon footprint minimisation in the case of diesel and HVO gave 2.93%
and 5.95% CO2 reductions and also generated favourable outcomes on other targets
such as TCO with 3.43% and 4.41% or fuel consumption minimisation with 1.12% and
0.97% benefits, respectively.

• Finally, considering a balanced objective with equal weighting on CO2 and TCO
minimisation against the baseline, substantial benefits for diesel and HVO cases were
obtained with lifetime carbon footprint reductions of 2.17% and 5.7%, and total cost
reductions of 8.8% and 7.75%, respectively. For calculating the absolute minimum
of this combined equally weighted objective, the considered optimisation approach
slightly favoured TCO reduction over CO2 emissions in comparison to the previous
CO2-focused sizing case, which also generated balanced results. When comparing
fuel consumption reduction results with the CO2-focused case (0.12% against 1.12%
for diesel and 0.28% against 0.97% for HVO), the importance of production aspects
over powertrain efficiency in balanced minimisation of both lifetime environmental
impact and overall expenditure becomes further evident for the current plug-in series-
HEV powertrain topology and especially HVO fuel. On comparing carbon footprint
and total costs with CO2-focused and TCO-focused solutions, it can be seen that
the balanced solution offered a substantial lowering of CO2 emissions for only a
slight increase in TCO. It can be concluded that such unconventional powertrain
architectures running on different fuels present a greater degree of freedom over
their design optimisation, requiring application-specific and balanced design goals to
achieve the best outcomes.

• Among various powertrain components for the given series-HEV coach use case,
eDrive sizing has been found to give the highest CO2 and cost–benefit through ef-
ficiency improvement against increasing production impact owing to better eDrive
operation, the improved scope of regenerative braking and the added possibility of
gear ratio tuning with the larger size. ICE range extender size showed less effect on
overall powertrain efficiency against its corresponding production impact. At the
same time, the HV battery gave the least efficiency improvement favouring the se-
lection of the smallest battery size in case of most optimisation objectives due to its
dominant production aspect.

Perspectives:

• Optimal powertrain sizing considering plug-in charging with SoC depleting mode
(plug-in HEV) or ZUEZ running with electric-only operation in the urban part of the
VECTO interurban cycle could also be considered in the future.

• The current optimal sizing solutions for various minimisation objectives have been
generated considering urban and interurban driving scenarios (VECTO interurban
cycle). Another aspect of coach vehicles involves continuous driving on highways at
sustained speeds. Actual anticipated use could be further considered by combining
different mission profiles or even using real-world routes.

• The effect of changing component size on vehicle mass and the corresponding varia-
tion in vehicle tractive resistance, power consumption and optimally sized powertrain
solutions could be explored.
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A-ECMS Adaptive Equivalent Consumption minimisation Strategy
BEV Battery Electric Vehicle
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
CNG Compressed Natural Gas
CAPSO Chaos-enhanced Accelerated Particle Swarm optimisation
ECMS Equivalent Consumption Minimisation Strategy
EU European Union
eDrive Electric Drive
EM Electric Machine
FCEV Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle
GHG Green House Gases
HD Heavy-Duty
HVO Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil
HVAC Heat, Ventilation and Air conditioning
HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle
HV High Voltage
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
LV Low Voltage
NOx Nitrous Oxide
PMP Pontryagin’s Minimisation Principle
PSO Particle Swarm Optimisation
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pCO2 Powertrain lifetime carbon dioxide emissions
pTCO Powertrain Total Cost of Ownership
pCAPEX Powertrain Capital Expenditure
pOPEX Powertrain Operating Expenditure
S-HEV Series Hybrid Electric Vehicle
SoC State of Charge
TCO Total Cost of Ownership
TTW Tank To Wheel
VECTO Vehicle Energy Consumption calculation TOol
WTW Well To Wheel
WTT Well To Tank
ZUEZ Zero Urban Emission Zone

Appendix A. Optmised Gear Shifting Based on eDrive Loss Minimisation

Figure A1. Optimal gear shift pattern depending on wheel speed and requested torque based on
local minimisation of eDrive losses.
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